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Secure Service-rich Connectivity for Enterprises

E

nterprises and SMBs looking
for end-to-end connectivity
solutions in a multi-cloud
environment expect SaaSlike experience with streamlined
onboarding, seamless scaling, and a
rich, constantly evolving catalog of
networking and security services.
Service Providers, Managed
Security Service Providers (MSSP),
Digital Infrastructure and Data Center
Outsourcing (DCO) companies
struggle to provide this level of
experience, driving their customers
to search for alternatives provided by
HyperScalers.

Eli Karpilovski,
CEO and Founder

We enable cloud and data
center providers to offer
enterprise customers a simple
way to connect and protect
applications across their
data center, multi-cloud, and
container infrastructure

InsidePacket’s groundbreaking connectivity and security
solution addresses this challenge head-on. The company
was founded by a team of world-class experts in networking,
programmability and security with a proven track record of
delivering industry-leading, high-performance platforms. This
enabled InsidePacket to build a comprehensive solution from the
ground-up, with all components designed for multi-tenancy, ease
of operation and fully integrated connectivity and inline security
at scale.
InsidePacket enables digital infrastructure companies to
compete against HyperScalers and provide the best enterprise

networking connectivity and security
solution to their enterprise customers.
This is achieved without compromising
the traditional strength of these
companies delivering reliable, highspeed and low-latency connectivity
valued by all customers and especially
critical in industries such as healthcare,
AR/VR, financial, manufacturing and
gaming.
“We combine our very own
software innovations in the networking
connectivity and security field offering
the entire network model in software, so
customers can create and provision any
network topology in seconds and deliver
critical apps and services faster and easier,” says Eli Karpilovski,
the CEO and Founder of InsidePacket.
InsidePacket puts a special emphasize on manageability,
scalability and upgradability, delivering a future-proof package.
Every aspect of the solution is designed from the perspective
of the end-user experience and operational ease, providing
consistent network and security policies across private, EDGE
and public clouds from a single pane of glass, regardless of where
customer applications run—VM, container or bare metal. This
service-centric approach extends to the pay-as-you-grow pricing
model, dramatically reducing the TCO.
InsidePacket’s technological lead reflected in highly
integrated and flexible design allows it to balance between the
product vision and evolving customer requests. The company
believes that this balance is the right recipe to create real
solutions that customers want to deploy. “We came with a clean
slate and built a new solution from the ground up with a new
approach to the problem. This approach is designed to deliver the
best connectivity and security innovations in the industry, today
and tomorrow,” says Karpilovski. “Following this approach, our
clients are always ready for what is about to come – whichever it
may be: next-generation connectivity or future security needs.”
InsidePacket’s management platform, the NIRO, provides
both programmatic REST API interface and a GUI client for
all provisioning, configuration and visibility flows, enabling to
automate and track multi-tenant connectivity and performance,
and easily ramp up new inline security services with just a mouse
click. This powerful offering allows InsidePacket’s customers to
dramatically improve their SLA to their end customers.
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